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In this thesis, we are going to study user cooperative communications or simply 
cooperative communications in wireless systems with the help of distributed space-
time block coding. Through investigating carefully the case of 3-node system model 
(source, relay and destination), we first study its performance in terms of the bit-
error-rate (BER) by deriving closed-form expressions for a distributed space-time 
block coded system, considering both perfect and imperfect channel estimation. 
W e employ Alarnouti's code [2] in a distributed fashion and show that with ap-
propriate power control, the maximum diversity order is obtained. Our analysis 
also demonstrates the existence of an error floor due to channel estimation errors. 
For power imbalance, our analytical expressions provide tight bounds to simulation 
results. For balanced links, the lowest error floor arid the optimal performance for 
imperfect channel estimation are obtained. 
Ill addition, we further study its performance of distributed space-time block 
coding over time-varying channels. Following Jakes' time-varying channel model 
.17], we compare different reception schemes including maximum likelihood in [29], 
Alarnouti's receiver, zero-forcing, decision-feedback and our newly considered detec-
tion called cooperative maximum likelihood. To analyze their B E R performances, 
i 
we first employ the technique of pilot symbol assisted modulation (PSAM) to es-
timate the time-varying channel coefficients. Our simulation results show that co-
operative maximum likelihood detection always has a privilege to achieve the best 
performance due to the diversity gain with the help of separated signal transmis-
sions while the other detection methods achieve relatively worse but nearly the same 
B E R performance. Second, under the ideal situations that the exact channel coef-
ficients are available at the receiver, we derive closed-form expressions of reception 
methods of zero-forcing and decision-feedback. Our results show that by simula-
tions and analytical expressions, the cooperative maximum likelihood detection and 
maximum likelihood detection in [29] outperform the others and the performance 
of the decision-feedback receiver is slightly better than that of the zero-forcing re-
c:eiver. The worst one is Alairiouti's receiver. In accordance with our numerical 
results, we find that as long as we can obtain the better channel estimates, we 
should first choose the cooperative maximum likelihood detector and iriaxirriuiri 
likelihood detector in [29], then the decision-feedback receiver, the zero-forcing re-
ceiver and Alamouti's receiver at last. On the whole, the effect of time-varying 
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1.1 Overview of Wireless Cooperative Communications 
There is an increasing demand for wireless multimedia and interactive internet 
services, which require much higher speed data transmission and better power effi-
ciency compared to current wireless communication systems. In wireless systems, 
however, fading will degrade the performance, which can be alleviated by different 
forms of diversity [17]. In particular, spatial diversity offers significant improvement 
in link reliability and spectral efficiency through the use of multiple antennas at the 
transmitter and/or receiver side [2’ 8, 26, 27]. Although co-located multiple-antenna 
techniques are quite attractive for deployment in the cellular applications at base 
stations and have been already included in the 3G wireless standards, employing 
a large antenna array might not be practical at the cellular mobile devices as well 
as at nodes in ad-hoc mobile networks, due to the size and power limitation of the 
mobile terminals. 
Ill a single-user scenario, cooperation is not possible. Yet, nearly all wireless 
systems operate in a multiuser fashion. Thus, the idea of user cooperative com-
munications was born [14], where mobiles share their antennas to form a virtual 
1 
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of a cooperative diversity scheme. First, the source (black circle) broad-
casts the information to the destination (black square) as well as potential relays. The "partners" 
are shaded. Second, the cooperative nodes help transmit the information to the destination. 
antenna array as if each terminal had as many transmit antennas as the virtual 
antenna array of cooperative terminals to simulate transmit diversity. This new 
form of spatial diversity is called user cooperative diversity or simply cooperative 
diversity. 
1.2 Motivation 
Consider a motivating example in Fig. 1.1 [13]: The source (black circle) transmits 
the information to the destination (black square). If their communication channel 
is subject to a deep fading, without cooperation, they cannot coiiiiiiuiiicate reliably. 
In contrast, with appropriate cooperation, the source makes use of the surrounding 
nodes as partners which help transmit the information to the destination with some 
sort of transmission protocols. In this case, cooperative diversity can be achieved, 
thereby allowing more reliable and effective communications. And, we see that for 
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the same total transmit power, even though we increase the transmit power, we only 
get a coding gain in a non-cooperative case, but a diversity gain in a cooperative 
manner. 
As far as we can see, user cooperation has the potential to be successfully used 
ill wireless networks, e.g. ad hoc networks. The wireless ad hoc networks do not 
have a fixed network topology and infrastructure. Also, there are no central servers 
such as base stations. Simply, the mobile nodes or users communicate by forming a 
cluster based on mobile locations and channel conditions. If one node tries to send 
data to another node, this may involve several mobile-to-mobile communications 
as the direct lirik-to-link cbmrnunicatiori may not be possible. Then, cooperative 
communications play a prominent role here in providing dependability in conirnu-
nicatiori channels and robustness to channel variations. 
Most of the current related work, however, assumes that perfect knowledge of the 
channel fading coefficients is available at the receiver side of destination terminals 
14, 15]. In practice, these channel coefficients must be estimated and then used 
in the detection process. In [4], we have studied the effect of imperfect channel 
estimation for distributed space-time block coding. Another practical issue is the 
time-varying channel. In reality, the channels are not static, but time-varying, 
which causes performance degradation and complexity of the receiver design. In 
this chapter, we will give an overview of the aforementioned issues namely, 
• Distributed Space-Time Block Coding 
• Imperfect Channel Estimation 
• Time-Varying Channels 
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1.3 Distributed Space-Time Block Coding 
Among many proposed cooperative schemes, distributed space-time block codes 
(DSTBC) are of great interest as the S T B C discussed in [26] can be readily used 
in a distributed fashion for wireless communication networks if synchronization is 
possible. In particular, orthogonal S T B C has been suggested for practical imple-
mentation due to its low decoding complexity at receiver. In chapter 3，we will 
introduce the D S T B C for the relay-assisted communication system proposed in 
15] with performance analysis. 
1.4 Imperfect Channel Estimation 
In chapter 3, our work is based on the assumption that the perfect knowledge 
of channel fading coefficients is available at the receiver side for the destination 
terminal. In reality, channel fading coefficients must be estimated. In chapter 4, 
we will further investigate the B E R performance for the D S T B C with estimated 
channel state information (CSI), providing analytical closed-form expressions. The 
content of chapter 4 is mainly from [4 . 
1.5 Time-Varying Channels 
To extend the discussions of chapter 4, we focus on how time-varying channels alter 
the performance. In chapter 5, we analyze different reception schemes, namely co-
operative maximum likelihood receiver, maximum likelihood receiver in [29], Alarri-
outi's receiver, zero-forcing receiver, decision-feedback receiver, and compare their 
performances. First, we employ the pilot symbol assisted modulation (PSAM) to es-
timate the time-varying channel coefficients for assessing their BER. Second, under 
the assumption of ideal situations that the exact channel coefficients are available at 
the receiver, we derive closed-form expressions and discuss the discrepancies among 
the receivers. 
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1.6 Outline of the thesis 
The thesis continues as follows: Chapter 2 is the background study. Then, we 
discuss the distributed space-time block coding in chapter 3. In chapter 4 and 5, 
we consider two practical topics that are imperfect channel estimation and time-
varying channels respectively. W e will draw a conclusion and prospect our future 
work in Chapter 6. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 2 
Background Study 
111 modern wireless world, people demand for services with high data rate trans-
mission and low probability of error. They also request for good power efficiency 
to run certain applications in wireless environment. In order to meet the require-
ments, next-generation (third generation and beyond) wireless systems must exploit 
advanced transmission algorithms and techniques to guarantee the quality-of-service 
(QoS) desired by different applications. Thus far, the techniques currently being 
investigated and used for achieving the goals encompass signal processing, modu-
lation, detection and various forms of diversity. Among them, diversity is of great 
importance because it is an effective way to maintain reliable communications. 
Ill wireless networks, signal fading arising from multi-path propagation is a big 
issue, which means that mobile users or mobile nodes cannot communicate with 
the others and the destinations reliably. Nonetheless, diversity is an effective way 
to mitigate the effects of fading. By transmitting (partially) redundant copies of 
signals over essentially independent channel realizations, we can combat and average 
the channel variations with suitable receiver combining. Some classical forms of 
diversity are temporal diversity, frequency diversity and spatial diversity [17]： 
• Temporal Diversity - Use different time slots separated by an interval longer 
6 
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than the coherence time of the channel. 
• Frequency Diversity - Use different frequency carriers separated by a distance 
larger than the coherence bandwidth of the channel. 
• Spatial Diversity - Use multiple antennas separated wide enough with respect 
to the carrier wavelength. 
In particular, exploiting spatial diversity is of great interest in the use of multi-
antenna physical arrays at the transmitters and/or receivers in a wireless system. 
Physical arrays offer space diversity to combat fading, or when sufficient knowl-
edge of the channel conditions are available at both the transmitter arid receiver, 
offer bearnformiiig to combat both fading and interference from other terminals, 
and other wireless systems in the same band. As a result, physical arrays increase 
capacity and improve robustness to fading, thereby offering significant improvement 
ill link reliability. Motivated by these possible gains, a great deal of research effort 
has focused on studying spatial diversity, including receive diversity and transiriit 
diversity. In uplink, receive diversity is easily achieved as we can employ a large 
antenna array at the base station or the central server. In contrast, receive diver-
sity is difficult to implement in downlink as it is not suitable due to size and power 
limitation at the mobile nodes. Thus, transmit diversity emerges. Yet, to extract 
diversity from multiple antennas at the transmitter, pre-processing or pre-coding 
prior to transmission is required. Let see the following example: 
Example: Assume the same signal is transmitted from two different anterinas 
without any pre-processing. Then, the received signal is given by 
鸦 丨 + + n (2.1) 
where Eg is the total transmit power, hi and h] are complex Gaussian random 
variables with zero mean and unit variance, i.e. E[hi] = E[h2] = 0，E[\hi\'^]= 
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丑[I知|2] = 1, 5 is the transmitted signal and n is the noise. Now, (2.1) can be 
written as 
By defining h = + we have 
r = y/^shs + n (2.3) 
where = 1. Now, we obtain an equivalent Single-Iriput-Sirigle-Output 
(SISO) model. No diversity is provided. Thus, we notice that code designs are 
essential to make transmit diversity possible. In 1998, Alamouti proposed a simple 
space-time block code achieving full diversity [2], The code matrix is shown below: 
" • 厂 _ 
Xi X2 
C = . (2.4) 
工2 丄• 1 
Alarnouti's code is the first open-loop transmit diversity technique which provides 
full diversity with linear processing at the receiver complexity. Under the assump-
tion that fading coefficients are constant over two symbol periods, the received 
signals for two consecutive time intervals are given 
n =知工.1 + 工'2 + ni, (2.5) 
r2 = hi (-X；) + h2X； + n2, (2.6) 
If perfect channel state information (CSI) is available at the receiver, by using 
the maximum likelihood receiver, the best pair of signals Xi,X2 is chosen, which 
minimizes the following distance metric 
oP (ri, hiXi + /i2乏2) + cP ('厂2, -hiX2 + /l2全I) 
= I n - (hixi + h A ) r + h - (-hix； + h2xl) |2 (2.7) 
over all possible values of (xi,£'2). Expanding the above expression, 
(^1,^2) = arg min {(|/ii|2 + — 1) + 
+ + - 1) \x2\'+d'(x2,X2)} (2.8) 
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where S^ is the set of all possible pairs and Xi,X2 are decision statistics constructed 
by combining the received signals, i.e. 
xi = hln + h2r*2 = (|/ii|2 + xi + h*ni + h2n*2 (2.9) 
X2 = h^ri — hir*2 = + |"2|2) 0；2 - h成 + "；ni. (2.10) 
Because Alamouti's code is orthogonal, it means that the decoding rule can be 
decomposed into two separate parts: 
xi = argmin + - 1) + (f {xuxi) . (2.11) 
X2 = argrnin + _ l) + cf {x2,X2). (2.12) 
For M-PSK, I a; 12 is a constant and so 
x'l = argrninc/^ (^1,^1) (2.13) 
x i € 5 
x'2 = arg riiiri (P (x2, X2), (2.14) 
which speeds up the decoding process. 
Alamouti's scheme was merely proposed for 2 transmit antennas. The concept 
was generalized for more transmit antennas by Tarokh et al. who have investigated 
and discussed different facets of space-time block codes (STBC). They proposed 
the design criteria for good space-time codes. One important aspect is the diversity 
order determining the slope of the curve of error probability against sigrial-to-rioise 
ratio. In order to achieve maximum diversity order, the code matrix has to be full 
rank, which is called the rank criterion [27]. Based on Radon-Hurwitz Theorem [18], 
Tarokh showed that full-rate orthogonal S T B C (OSTBC) exists for very restricted 
antenna and modulation configurations. Let R be rate and M be number of transmit 
antennas 
• R=l, O S T B C for real constellations for any number of M 
• R=l’ O S T B C for complex constellations possible only for M = 2 (Alamouti's 
scheme) 
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• R=l/2, O S T B C always possible for any number M 
• R=3/4’ O S T B C for complex constellations M = 3,4 
The foregoing studies are about the conventional (orthogonal) space-time block 
coding. 
Several studies [17] have shown that, aside from suitable encoding and decoding 
algorithms, the key to leveraging spatial diversity with physical arrays is to have 
separation among the antennas on the order of several wavelengths of the carrier 
frequency so that the fading coefficients are uricorrelated. As carrier frequencies 
increase, this constraint becomes less restrictive. However, terminal size also de-
creases with time and circuit integration, thereby limiting the number of antennas 
that can be effectively placed at a transmitter or receiver. Also, with the power 
limitations of mobile terminals, employing a large antenna array might not be prac-
tical at the cellular mobile devices as well as at nodes in ad-hoc mobile networks, 
which falls through the diversity gain at mobile stations. Thus, it seems that up-
link transmit diversity is not feasible before the concept of user cooperation emerges. 
Recently, the user cooperative diversity has been demonstrated to provide an 
effective way of improving spectral and power efficiency of the wireless networks 
without the additional complexity of multiple antennas [12, 14, 22’ 23]. The basic 
idea behind cooperative diversity rests on the observation that in a wireless envi-
ronment, the signal transmitted by the source nodes is overheard by other nodes, 
which can be defined as partners. The source and its partners can jointly process 
and transmit their information, creating a virtual antenna array although each of 
them is equipped with only one antenna. The chief philosophy is that as not all 
mobile nodes are active at the same time, a user can seek extra resources from the 
idle nodes. Also, there is no cost, in terms of transmit power, associated with trans-
mitting to both the intended destinations and the nodes nearby, since the wireless 
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transmissions are omnidirectional. Thus, the user of interest and his partners act as 
a virtual antenna array, which simulates the transmitter diversity. With diversity 
gain, the error probability can be reduced tremendously and hence we can main-
tain reliable communications and meet QoS requirements. Through cooperation, 
instead of fighting for the limited resources, it is more effective and opportunistic 
to allocate these resources among all users with the help of distributed protocols 
and robust detection techniques. 
In current literature, some work on cooperative diversity addresses information 
theoretical aspects of cooperative networks. In [22, 23], an information theoretic 
model is presented, for which achievable rate regions and outage probabilities are ex-
amined. In a C D M A implementation, two users cooperate by transmitting each bit 
over two successive intervals. This work is extended in [14] proposing an arnplify-
arid-forward relay as the best option under most situations of interest. Another 
cooperative method called coded cooperation is suggested in [11], in which symbols 
are not repeated by the partner. Instead, the codeword of each user is partitioned 
into two sets: one partition is transmitted by the user, and the other by the partner. 
The authors show that coded cooperation provides significant performance gains 
for a variety of channel conditions. Recently, conventional orthogonal space-time 
block coding has been suggested for practical implementation of user cooperation 
in a distributed fashion [14]. In [15], the authors analyze distributed space-time 
block coding operating in amplify-and-forward (AF) mode through the derivation 
of pair wise error probability (PEP) expression. They show that the original de-
sign criteria for the S T B C in [26] (i.e. rank and determinant criteria) still apply to 
the design of distributed S T B C schemes with appropriate power control algorithms. 
In fact, there are loads of research work on channel estimation for conventional 
space-time coded system [6，10]. To estimate channel coefficients, one possible way 
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is to use pilot symbols [3]. In this pilot symbol assisted transmission, pilot symbols 
are inserted in the data stream. At the receiver, these symbols are extracted and 
some interpolation methods are used to construct fading estimates. Yet, these es-
timates are not usually accurate, thereby causing performance degradation. Some 
previous work studied the optimal performance of the channel estimator [3]. Some 
compared the bit-error-rate under channel estimation errors with that under per-
fect channel knowledge with the concept of "closeness" [6). Some gave analytical 
expressions for performance analysis [10 . •• 
However, most of the work focuses insofar on the cooperative system models with 
perfect channel state information and time-invariant channels. In this thesis, we aim 
at investigating and analyzing these two facets of user cooperative communications, 
namely distributed space-time block coding with imperfect channel estimation and 
time-varying channels. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 3 
Distributed Space-Time Block 
Coding 
3.1 Introduction 
As we have discussed, there are many cooperative schemes suitable for wireless ad 
hoc networks. Among all, distributed space-time block codes (DSTBC) are of great 
interest as the conventional S T B C can be readily used in a distributed fashion. 
In this chapter, we consider the case of single relay operating in the amplify-arid-
forward (AF) mode. W e examine its bit-error-rate (BER) perfonnance and the 
characteristics of this cooperation system model [4]. 
3.2 System Model 
Consider the fading relay channel shown in Fig. 3.1. Data is to be transmitted 
from the source terminal S to the destination terminal D with the assistance of the 
relay terminal R. All terminals are equipped with single antenna. Notice that a 
terminal cannot transmit and receive simultaneously. The relay terminal assists in 
communication with the destination terminal by amplifying-ancl-forwarding (AF) 
the received signal. In the A F operation mode, the relay terminal simply amplifies 
13 
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Time Slot Protocol 
1 S R 
2 S — D, R — D 
Table 3.1: A TDMA-based protocol. S, R and D stand for the source, relay and the destination 
nodes respectively. X ^Y denotes the link from terminal X to terminal Y. 
and retransmits the signal received from the source terminal (the signal received at 
the relay terminal is corrupted by fading and additive noise). No demodulation or 
decoding of the received signal is performed in this case. 
The cooperation protocol we adopt is shown in Table 3.1，which is proposed 
by [15]: S communicates with R during the first signaling interval and there is 
110 transmission from 5 to D within this period. In the second signaling interval, 
both R and S communicate with D, For R — D link, an A F mode is used, in 
which R amplifies and forwards the signal received from S in the first signaling in-
terval. Concerning this protocol, it can be justified that the destination node may 
be engaged in data transmission to another terminal in the first signaling interval. 
Therefore, the transmitted signal is received merely at the relay terminal which 
then amplifies and forwards the signal in the next interval. 
Let the signals transmitted by the source terminal during the first and second 
time slots denoted as Xi and X2 respectively. W e assume binary phase shift keying 
(BPSK) modulation with unit energy for symbols, i.e.列;I'ip] = 1，for i = 1,2. 
Thus, in the first signaling interval, the signal received at the relay terminal is given 
by 
TR = hsR Xi + TLB (3.1) 
where Esr stands for the average received energy at the relay terminal from the 
source terminal, considering the path loss and possible shadowing effects in 5 —> i? 
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link. hsR denotes the complex fading coefficient over S ^ R link and it is modeled 
as a zero-mean complex Gaussian random variable with unit variance, leading to a 
Rayleigh fading, TIR is a zero-mean complex Gaussian random variable with vari-
ance No/2 per dimension, which models the additive noise. 
The relay terminal normalizes the received signal 厂只 by a factor of y/E\\r^ 
to ensure the unity of the average energy and re-transmits the signal in the second 
signaling interval. Therefore, the received signal at the destination terminal in the 
second time slot is given by 
r = \/E^hsDX2 + V ^ B D h R D , : : + n (3.2) 
Likewise, ESD and ERD stand for the average received energy at the destination 
terminal, considering the path loss and possible shadowing effects in 5 —> D link 
and R — D link respectively, hso and h^D denote the complex fading coefficients 
over S — D link arid R 一 D link respectively arid they are modeled as zero-
mean complex Gaussian random variables with unit variance, leading to a Rayleigh 
fading, h is a zero-mean complex Gaussian random variable with variance No/2 per 
dimension, which models the additive noise. Replacing (3.1) and the riorrrialization 
factor 丑[I'r尺|2] = ESR + NQ in (3.2), we have 
r = \fE^hsDX2 + y Esr+^Nq^^^^ “R,工 i + (3.3) 
where h = yje【【~^Nq"仙灿.+ '几d, with zero mean and variance of 二 
"0 (1 + Esr+Nq ) • Following [28], we can write the received signal as 
r = ahiXi + 陶 X2 + n (3.4) 
where hi = hsRhnn and h] = hso- n is a zero-mean complex Gaussian random 
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variable with variance No/2 per dimension. Here, a and (3 are defined as 
""二 { l + E s 二 。 E r d / N / ^ d , (3.5) 
I 1 + Esr/Nq ^ 
3 - V 1 + Esn/No + E M 爬 D (3.6) 
respectively. 
In [15], pairwise error probability (PEP) is analyzed, meaning that this relay-
assisted or cooperative communication using a space-time code can achieve second 
order diversity, just like the case of co-located antennas. Thus, after setting up the 
above transmission model given by (3.4), in conjunction with (3.5) and (3.6)，we 
now introduce space-time coding across the transmitted signals, i.e. Xi arid X2. For 
the case of one relay terminal (as considered here), we use S T B C designated for 
two transmit antennas, Alamouti's scheme, where the code matrix is defined as 
Xi X2 
C= . . (3.7) 
Jy 2 工 1 
The received signals are now given as 
Ti = ahiXi + l3112X2 + ni, (3.8) 
r2 = -ahix*2 + Pl^xl + n?. (3.9) 
3.3 BER Analysis by Characteristic Equations 
W e consider the B E R expressions using characteristic equations. In this section, we 
fix hjiD and convert the received signals into a matrix form: 
fi ahi /?/i2 xi rii 
= + (3.10) 
—/5/i2 Oihl X2 —n*2 
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or 
r = H x + n. (3.11) 
Let T = [Ti T 2严 = H * r and due to symmetry, we can only consider 
Ti = ahlri + Ph2r； (3.12) 
= a h l {ahiXi + (5h2X2 + ni) + 陶(-ahix^ + 陶工*! + n?)* (3.13) 
= a h l {ahixi + ni) + 昨2 [PKxi + n;) (3.14) 
2 “ 
= ^ R e { X , V； } (3.15) 
fc=i 
where 
X 一 二 f^^ME^y^DlA, (3.16) 
1 + 二 ： 二 (3.17) 
Yi 二 + ni)*, (3.18) 
y2 二 + 《 r . • (3.19) 
And the decision variable at the detector can be expressed as a special case of the 
general quadratic form [17]: 
L 
d = Y . ( 川 + 召 + + C^XIY^,) . (3.20) 
fc=l 
Thus, in our case, L 二 2’ 乂 = 5 = 0 and C = C* = 1/2. The error event occurs 
when D < 0. Then we start deriving the B E R from the characteristic function of 
<4, where 
dk = + + C X k Y : + (3.21) 
and its characteristic function is 
协 、 ~ ( V + JV,,) {V - JV,,) exp [ … + JY,,)…一,收） （3.22) 
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where the parameters vik, V2k： Xik and Xik depend on the means Xk and Yk and the 
second (central) moments jixkXk > i^ vkvk and l^ x^ vk of the complex Gaussian variables 
Xk and Yk. Given IHRD], the probability of error is given by (See Appendix A) 
p/ X = -ynVl2V22  
( > 2 1 + Vn) {^21 + Vu) ( ^ 2 1 一 y22) {'022 + V2l) {^22 一 V2\) {V22 + 
(3.23) 
where 
一 ~ 4 1 — 2 • 
= \ M + 1 ( E叩E叩 — Wo (3_24) 
1 2 
VI2 = 772 + r + — (3.25) 
\ 4 [ I + E S R / N O + E R D / N O J 丨广t只 
i 2 
= 〜 ] ^ + 1 ( (丑 S H + 輪 V — Y , (3.26) 
\ 4 { I + E S R / N O + E r d / N O y 
—r^  1 2 
= \ + l( iEsn+No)Eso ^ + 瓦. (3.27) 
\ 4 \ \ + E s R / N o + E n D / N o ) -
Though we can obtain the closed-form expression for B E R by characteristic equa-
tions, the expression (3.23) does not give any explicit insight how different system 
parameters affect the probability of error. In order to have a better closed-form 
expression, we analyze its B E R again by introducing the error terms. 
3.4 BER Analysis by Error Terms 
111 this section, by introducing the error terms defined in Appendix B, we derive the 
closed-form B E R expressions under perfect channel estimation and time-invariant 
channels. Here, we consider both non-fading and fading R D links. 
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3.4.1 Non-fading R — D link 
W e start by considering that the R 一 D link is static (i.e. HRD = 1). Define the 
average signal-to-noise ratio,卞 where I — 1,2, as 
_ ESNJNO • E M 
^ ― NO — 1 + EWiVo + E W ‘丨彻丨， （3測 
_ 二 = (1 + EseJN )^ • Esp/N^ 
、 — N o 一 1 + Esr/NO + E^ D/NO ^ ^  ^ 
hr S R — D and S — D links respectively. The exact closed-form B E R 
expression is given by (See Appendix B) 
P(e) + 〜 〜 [ ^ 、 (3.30) 
2 V - 72 - 7i V 1 + 7i 7i -72 V 1 + 72/ 
for 7i 72-
When an appropriate power control is employed, i.e. ESD — ERD’ and if 
EsbJNo》1 ’ then 71 = 72 = 7, 
- - . — E S R / N Q • ESO/NQ . 咖 
1 +Esr/NO+ (“丄^ 
III this case, B E R expression is given by (See Appendix B) 
3.4.2 Fading R D link 
Now, we consider the case where the R — D link is subject to fading. For an exact 
B E R expression, we need to perform an expectation over (3.30) with respect to 
\hfij)\ which follows a Rayleigh distribution. Unfortunately, this does riot explicitly 
yield a closed-form B E R expression. Yet, under a high S N R assumption, (3.30) 
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reduces to 
聊 仙 ( 3 . 3 3 ) 
= ! _ _ ( 1 + 赞 + 赞 ( 3 34) 
yielding 
1 (1 + + ERR 丫 
尸 ⑷ - • (3.35) 
NO NO NO 乂丄卞 NO ) 
Here, Ei{z) is an exponential integral function defined as Ei{z) = - f二 exp (-t)t~^dt 
9]. For small z (i.e. around .the origin), Ei{z) can be expanded as a truncated power 
series as 
2 3 
Ei{z) = C + lri{z) + ^ + v + ^ (3.36) 
4 丄 8 
where C is a Euler's constant [1 . 
3.5 Performance 
3.5.1 Accuracy of Analytical Expressions 
First, we compare our analytical B E R expressions given by (3.30) and (3.35) with 
simulation results in [15]. W e consider ESRJNQ = lOdB, 30dB and ESD = ERD. 
As illustrated in Fig. 3.2, simulation and analytical results match perfectly for the 
static R 一 D link while for the fading Ft — D link, our analytical B E R expression 
serves as a tight bound to the simulated one due to high S N R assumption used in 
the derivation. W e observe that there is a performance loss about 4dB due to the 
presence of fading in R D link. 
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3.5.2 Observation of Second-order Diversity 
Wi th power control 
For ESD = ERD, Fig. 3.3 illustrates our analytical B E R expressions for a wider 
range of ESD/NQ. For static and Rayleigh fading R — D links, we plot using 
(3.30) and (3.35) respectively. For reasonably high ESR/NQ, e.g. 20dB and 30dB, 
the curves achieve second-order diversity. For low ESR/NQ, e.g. lOdB, second-order 
diversity is not clearly observed as the source-to-relay channel is too noisy. Notice 
that there exists an error floor that appears in the high S N R region. 
To locate the error floor, take ESD OO, then 
7 1 - (3.37) 
72->1 + ^ . (3.38) 
Thus, the B E R is lower bounded by 
III essseiice, we do riot know at which ESR/NQ value the error flooring effect becomes 
significant as the function is decreasing after the point of infection. Nonetheless, 
we know from inspection that the error floor appears roughly at the point when 
ESD/NQ slightly exceeds ESR/NQ, giving us some information how to design the 
system and eschew the error floor. 
Without power control 
W e then concern that no power control is implemented. For the sake of simplifica-
tion, let ESD = nEno, where N is a positive number. Again, we plot the curves using 
(3.30) and (3.35) for N = 100, 10’ 1’ 0.1, 0.01 and ESRJN^ 二 30dB, lOdB. In Fig. 
3.4, with ESR/NQ = 30dB for static R — D link, all curves achieve second-order di-
versity, but in different regions. When ESD < ERD, the curves realize second-order 
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diversity in the lower S N R region but have a higher error floor. On the contrary, 
when ESD > 五/?刀，the curves achieve second-order diversity in the relatively higher 
S N R region and obtain a lower error floor. In case of Rayleigh fading, with perfor-
mance loss incurred, all curves, except the last one, achieve second-order diversity 
shown in Fig. 3.5, like the static case. Yet, with ESR/NQ = lOdB, for static R D 
link shown in Fig. 3.6, there are only three curves (out of five) with ESD > ERD, 
which can achieve second-order diversity in the low S N R region, unlike the previous 
cases. Consider the Rayleigh fading in Fig. 3.7，only two curves with ESD > ERD 
can achieve second-order diversity. O n the whole, the curves with higher ESR/NQ 
values are able to realize second order diversity arid obtain the lower error proba-
bility in the high S N R regioh. 
From the analytical point of view, under the power imbalance, (3.35) reduces to 
P{e) oc - (3.40) 
n 
which agrees with the graphs. Thus, with this relation, it further gives us some 
insights to design the system operating in the effective region. 
3.6 Summary 
In this chapter, we have presented the distributed space-time block coding used 
in the relay-assisted communication system. W e have derived closed-form B E R 
expressions under perfect channel estimation arid time-invariant channels. W e have 
also considered the performance of the system. Our results indicate that maximum 
diversity order is achieved with an appropriate power control arid a reasonable 
ESR/NQ value. Besides, we have discussed the appearance of the error floor and 
how to eschew this by careful selection of S N R ranges, thereby facilitating effective 
and reliable communications in cooperative networks. 
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• E n d of chapter. 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of relay-assisted transmission. 
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of simulation results in [15] and our analytical results. Thin curves: 
ESR/NQ = lOdB; Thick curves: ESR/NQ = 30dB. 
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Figure 3.3: BER for static and fading R — D links under different ESR/NQ values, i.e. ESR/NQ = 
lOdB, 20dB, 30dB. 
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Figure 3.4: BER for static R — D link under different power iinbalaiiced situations when 
ESR/NQ = 30dB. 
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Figure 3.5: BER for fading R — D link under different power imbalanced situations when 
ESR/NO = 30dB. 
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Figure 3.6: BER for static R — D link under different power iiribalaiiced situations when 
ESR/NQ = lOdB. 
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Figure 3.7: BER for fading R — D link under different power iiiibalanced situations when 
ESR/NQ = lOdB. 
Chapter 4 
Distributed Space-Time Block 
Coding with Imperfect Channel 
Estimation 
4.1 Introduction 
In chapter 3, our work assumes that the perfect knowledge of channel fading coef-
ficients is available at the receiver side for the destination terminal. And we have 
inentioned, in practice, channel fading coefficients must be estimated. For static 
channels, training sequences or pilot symbols are common ways to estimate these 
coefficients. However, they are sometimes not accurate, thereby leading to perfor-
mance degradation. In this chapter, we extend our investigation on bit-error-rate 
(BER) performance for the distributed S T B C scheme with estimated channel state 
information (CSI), providing analytical closed-form expressions. The content of this 
chapter is mainly from [4:. 
31 
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4.2 System Model 
The system model is the same as that shown in chapter 3 (Fig. 3.1). As a reminder, 
we adopt Alamouti's code matrix for transmission and the received signals are given 
as 
Ti = ahiXi + (5h2X2 + rii, (4.1) 
r2 = -ahiX2 + Ph2x\ + "2’ （4.2) 
where a arid (3 are defined as 
“ = + 二 。 E R D / N / ^ D , (4.3) 
I 1 + ESR/NQ ^ 
1 l + W " 。 + W V 声 " (4.4) 
respectively. 
4.3 BER Analysis 
In this section, we derive the B E R expressions for estimated channel state informa-
tion (CSI), assuming binary phase shift keying (BPSK). 
Here, the decoding process of Xi and X2 is based on the following statistics 
xi = hlvi + h2r*2 (4.5) 
x~2 = hl'ri — hir*2 (4.6) 
A 
where hi is the estimate of hi. W e model hi = hi + Zi, where Zi is defined as 
the channel estimation error. It is assumed to be an independent zero-mean com-
plex Gaussian random variable with variance cr^  and independent of h,. Thus, the 
variance of hi is: cr? = cr^  + and the correlation of hi and hi is 
1 E\hih*] (Jh , � 
= = (4.7) 
2 (^HCR-H ^H 
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Now that hi and hi are jointly Gaussian, conditioned on hi, h^  is a complex Gaussian 
^ / \ 
random variable with mean phi and variance f 1 - pjj^  j al [16], where 
Then, hi = phi + dt, where di is an independent zero-mean complex Gaussian 
random variable with variance crj = a^a^/(al + cr^ ). 
4.3.1 Non-fading R D link 
W e start by considering that no power control is implemented. For the sake of 
simplifying the derivation, we assume E sd = riEjuh where n is a positive number. 
For ESR/NQ》1, the closed-form B E R expression which gives a bound before 
reaching an error floor can be found as (See Appendix C) 
+ (4.9) 
where 
舰 = 攝 ’ • （4.10) 
1 2/^2 • r 
G = 7 ^ ( l + n ) a 2 . " . r + l + z/ (4.11) 
Here, “ and F are denoted as the estimation error-to-signal ratio and effective sigiial-
to-rioise ratio respectively, where “ = a^/a^ and F = [10]. The tight bound 
can be obtained for comparable Esd and Erd values. If power control is employed 
so that Esd = Erd, i.e. n = 1, then a = P = u, where 
—/ EsrJNQ - ESD , . 
"" — \Jl + EsR/NdERD/I%’ ( ) 
In this case, we are able to find an exact B E R expression as (See Appendix C) 
= + (4.13) 
where 
2a;2.r 
f = ； ^； . (4.14) 
. " . r + 1 + " ^ 丨 
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4.3.2 Fading R^ D link 
For Rayleigh fading, assuming no power control, the B E R expression becomes 
P{e\\hRo\) 4 ( 1 - Mel))' (2 + ju(el)) (4.15) 
where 
1 . p 
6 = -7=n 1 、 2 — — r i l l . 刀丨 2, (4.16) 
y/n (1 + • u • F I u 
(l + n)Q;2.".r+l + i/ • (4.17) 
Under a high S N R assumption, (4.15) reduces to 
• P{e\\haD\)^lie,)-' (4.18) 
which yields the unconditional expression as 
P{e)^--{e2r'T{z). (4.19) 
where T{z) is a truncated power series of Ei{z) for small z. As in (3.35), a truncated 
power series representation given by (3.36) provides a good approximation to the 
above limit expression. 
4.4 Numerical Results 
111 this section, we investigate the performance of imperfect channel estimation with 
and without power control, under the condition of Esr/Nq = 30dB. 
Wi th power control 
Fig. 4.1 demonstrates the error flooring effect due to imperfect channel estimation. 
The closed-form B E R expressions given by (4.13) and (4.19) are plotted for n = I 
and a — P = uj. For static R ^ D link, when the effective error-to-signal ra-
tio, jy is at —20dB, the B E R performance degrades rapidly compared with that of 
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perfect channel estimation. The error floor for U = -20dB appears about 10一 
while that for V = -oo is about 10"'' which levels off at a higher Esd/Nq value. 
For H> = —lOdB, the performance degradation becomes more severe resulting in an 
immediate error floor. For fading R — D link, we make similar observations not-
ing an additional performance loss. In Fig. 4.1, we also include simulation results 
(illustrated by dashed lines) which confirm the accuracy of the derived analytical 
expressions. In short, channel estimation error causes a great impact on the BER 
performance. Even though the power of channel estimation error is 1/100 of the 
signal power, the BER performance for fading R D link drops from with 
perfect channel estimation to 10"^. And, it is hard to maintain reliable communi-
cations when the power of channel estimation error is one-tenth of the signal power. 
Without power control 
For power imbalance, first, we are going to examine the tightness of our approx-
imation of the closed-form BER expressions given by (4.9) and (4.19)., which are 
plotted for N = 10,5,2,0.5,0.2. Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 show the BER performance under 
slight power imbalance. As expected, the curves for analytical expressions give tight 
bounds to simulation results in both cases. In Figs. 4.4 and 4.5, we see that the 
curves for analytical expressions start deviating, to a small extent, from simulation 
results when power imbalance becomes significant. When there is a great power 
difference in Esd and Erd： say lOdB, discrepancy becomes obvious in Fig. 4.6. 
Second, unlike power imbalance for perfect channel estimation, the level of an 
error floor for imperfect channel estimation is altered when there is a any difference 
in Esd and Erd- And, the lowest level of error probability is achieved when Esd = 
EFW. Notice that for power imbalance for perfect channel estiiriatiori in chapter 
3, the level of an error floor is higher when Esd < Erd while that is lower when 
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Esd > Erd. 
4.5 Summary 
In this chapter, we have derived exact closed-foriii B E R expressions for the dis-
tributed space-time block coded system by considering estimated channel state in-
formation (CSI) with arid without power control. Our results indicate that the effect 
of imperfect channel estimation manifests itself as an error floor. For Esd = Erd, 
the lowest error floor and the optimal performance for imperfect channel estima-
tion can be achieved. Under acceptable power imbalance, our analytical expressions 
provide tight bounds to simulation results. 
• End of chapter. 
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Figure 4.1: BER with imperfect channel estimation for static and fading R — D links. Analytical: 
Solid line; Simulation; Dashed line. 
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Figure 4.2: BER with imperfect channel estimation for static and fading R D links under 
power imbalance, n = 2. Analytical: Solid line; Simulation: Dashed line. 
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Figure 4.3: BER with imperfect channel estimation for static and fading ft 一 D links under 
power imbalance, n = 0.5. Analytical: Solid line; Simulation: Dashed line. 
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Figure 4.4: BER with imperfect channel estimation for static and fading R — D links under 
power imbalance, n = 5. Analytical: Solid line; Simulation: Dashed line. 
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Chapter 5 
Distributed Space-Time Block 
Coding with Time-Varying 
Channels 
5.1 Introduction 
The practical issue of imperfect channel estimation for D S T B C has been studied 
ill chapter 4. To extend the discussions on D S T B C , in this chapter, we study 
how the effect of time-varying channels alters the performance. Following Jakes' 
time-varying channel model [17], we investigate different reception schemes, en-
compassing maximum-likelihood receiver in [29], Alarnouti's receiver, zero-forcing 
receiver, decision-feedback receiver and our newly considered detector called co-
operative maximum-likelihood receiver. Also, we assess and compare their B E R 
performances. In literature, the performance of conventional space-time block cod-
ing over time-varying channels has been investigated [29]. However, it is not re-
alistic to assume that the channel coefficients can be estimated perfectly in fast 
time-varying channels or even uncorrelated channels. Some sort of channel estima-
tion is necessary. In this chapter, first, we exploit the technique of pilot symbol 
43 
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assisted modulation (PSAM) to estimate the time-varying channel coefficients arid 
then study their B E R performances by simulations. Second, under the assumption 
of ideal situations that the exact channel coefficients are available at the receiver, 
we derive closed-form expressions of zero-forcing and decision-feedback reception 
methods and discuss the discrepancies among all receivers. 
5.2 System Model 
The system model is the same as that shown in chapter 3 (Fig. 3.1). To model 
the time-varying channels, let Jlsr, ！i,rd and hso denote the fading coefficients of 
S — R、R — D and S —t. D links respectively during the second block period. 
Thus, the received signals are now given as 
n = ahiXi + (3h2X2 + ni, (5.1) 
7-2 = -ahix*2 + 脉,2 工\ + '几2 (5.2) 
where fi] = hsnhRD and h2 = hso- In matrix form, 
Ti ahi (5h2 Xi rii 
= + (5.3) 
T^  jShl - a h l 2'2 712 
or 
r = H x + n. (5.4) 
W e employ Jakes' Model [17] for the above time-varying system and let p be the 
correlation between two successive channel realizations in two-symbol intervals. 
Then, 
p= Jo {27：foT) (5.5) 
where Jo(.) is the zero-order Bessel function of the first kind, T is symbol interval 
arid fo = lyfc/c is the maximum Doppler frequency, where “ is the vehicle speed 
in fc is the carrier frequency, and c is the speed of light (3 x 
Throughout this chapter, we make the following assumptions: 
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• The pairs (hi, hi) are independent for i = 1,2. 
• Temporally symmetric Rayleigh fading so that the correlation p between hi 
and hi is the same for i = 1，2，i.e. E hji* — p. 
In practice, as we are not able to obtain the perfect channel state information over 
time-varying channels, P S A M is the common way to estimate the time-varying 
channel coefficients. 
5.3 Pilot Symbol Assisted Modulation (PSAM) for DSTBC 
In most wireless applications, pilot symbols are inserted in the data frames for 
practical implementation of channel estimation. P S A M [3] achieves coherent de-
iiiodulatiori in a fading environment by using pilot symbols to estimate the channel 
on a rriinimum-rriean-squared-error ( M M S E ) basis. To the best of our understand-
ing, P S A M has not been studied before in the context of a user cooperation scenario 
with time-varying channels. 
In the considered P S A M scenario, the pilot symbols are sent separately over each 
link at different time slots. Specifically, in the time slot k, the source terniirial S 
broadcasts the pilot symbol to the destination terminal D and the relay terminal 
R. In the time slot A: + 1, i? transmits the received version of pilot symbol (after 
energy normalization) to D. There is no transmission from S to D within this 
period. These pilot symbols are placed at the front end, followed by M - 1 data 
symbols in a data frame, where M is the size of data frame. At the receiver, D then 
extracts the L nearest pilot symbols in data frames and constructs two different sets 
that represent the pilot symbols received over the S R — D and S ^ D links. 
Subsequently, for each set of the received pilot symbols, the channel estimator is 
used to interpolate by incorporating a Wiener filter among the samples to construct 
a fading estimate for every symbol period. 
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Let p represent the pilot symbol, where p^ = 1. The received pilot signals at the 
destination terminal are given as 
= (5.6) 
= + (5.7) 
where n^ ' and are independent samples of complex Gaussian random variables 
with zero mean and variance of Nq/2 per dimension. Based on the received signals 
corresponding to pilot symbol transmissions, the destination terminal employs the 
Wiener filter to estimate the fading coefficients. As depicted in Fig. 5.1, LL/2J pilot 
symbols from the following 'frames arid [(L - l)/2」pilot symbols from the previous 
arid current frames are employed in this estimation. Defining 
—s—D = P • (5.8) 
(5.9) 
and furthermore introducing the received signal vectors representing the L nearest 
received pilot symbols, i.e. 
‘ D = [r-;!r)/2」...rf」2Jr (5.10) 
-rs— = [fs—•tStrj ... (5.11) 
by using the Wiener filter, say for S D link, 
W 5 ^ D ( m ) = )"」(m)...4LJ(m)l (5.12) 
arid the corresponding fading estimate at the m^ '^  symbol period is denoted by 
A 
h2(m) = ws-.D('m)fs-.D- (5.13) 
With the knowledge of the second order channel statistics, the Wiener filter, which 
is regarded as the optimal interpolator, in the sense of M M S E , is the one that 
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minimizes 
一(m) = l-E \\h{m) - h2(m)\^] (5.14) 
ZT L -
= \ \ h 2 { r n ) - w s 一 d I ” (5.15) 
z 
= 2 五 + -E 
- ^ E — ^ E [hl(rn)ws-.D{rn)fs-.D] (5.16) 
-少 D (爪 ) W J — d O " ^ ) - w s — D / J m ) (5.17) 
where 
少 D ( 爪 ） = I E [h2{rn)rs^jj] = 。"“爪)， （5.18) 
' (--L(L-1)/2J \ _ 
-l/T . (-*-V{L-\)/2\ -*[L/2\\ f … � 
- ： ys^D • •�s—D ) • o丄yj 
. \ RS—D / 」 
It can be obtained by solving 
. / , / M = 0, forn = -L(L-l)/2J,...,LL/2J, (5.20) 
leading to w ^ — d — 少 d (爪）（so called normal equation) or 
W s — D ( m ) = (5.21) 
So, the channel estimate for the m"'. bit is 
fh{rn) = (5.22) 
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Defining J^ 4 Jo(27r/c/,T), 
1 「 A 1 
D ( 爪 ， ' 几 ） = 几 ( 5 . 2 3 ) 
=al^Jrn-nM (5.24) 
1 卜 N _ 
</>fs—Dfs—D('爪，几)= \ f i2{rnM)h2{nM)^ (5.25) 
• 
crL + No, if rri = n 
= < (5.26) 
cr"i^ J、m_n、M else 
V 
The corresponding mean-square-error (MSE) is 
一 (爪） =吃 - ^ h . T S ^ O ( ^ ) (5.27) 
Similarly, the channel estimate hi (m) for 5 D link is given by 
/ii(m) = H—i：^('爪)中 f-二 D f s — z ) . (5.28) 
With these channel estimates, we can then construct different receivers and analyze 
their performances in terms of B E R . 
5.4 Reception Methods 
In this section, we examine five reception methods for signals detection. They 
are maximum-likelihood receiver in [29], cooperative maximum-likelihood receiver, 
Alamouti's receiver, zero-forcing receiver, decision-feedback receiver, assuming bi-
nary phase shift keying (BPSK). Here, we denote 仍，仍’and §2 as the estimated 
values of /ii, /i2, fh and h: respectively. 
5.4.1 Maximum-Likelihood Detection ( M L ) in [29 
In the presence of A W G N , the maximum-likelihood (ML) detection is equivalent 
to: 
argrniii||r - Hx||^ (5.29) 
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where 
八 ocg\ Pg2 
H = . (5.30) 
时2 - 颂 
Let R = H * H , where 
R = (5.31) 
a(5g成-a 的成 ^ 
• J 
N o w that R is Hermitiari, we can express R = G * G by the Cholesky factorization, 
where G is given as 
C = .. 1 
|以2仍々�+/32仍别 0 “] 
. (5.32) 
apg.gi - a(5Ml + PW 
Then, we can convert (5.29) into 
argrriin |z — Gx||2 (5.33) 
X 
where 
z = G—*H*r (5.34) 
by multiplying (5.29) by the unitary matrix G~*H*.The equation (5.34) actually 
represents the whitening matched filter at the receiver. Multiplying both sides in 
(5.4) by G"*H* gives the following: 
z = G x + w (5.35) 
where z = [zi, z^ ] and w , which is the white Gaussian noise, has the same statistical 
properties of n. 
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5.4.2 Cooperative Maximum-Likelihood Detection ( C M L ) 
In our transmission protocol of interest, in the first signaling period, if the destina-
tion D is idle, it may receive some portions of the signal sent from the source S. 
Thus, the received signals can be given by 
Tn = + nil, (5.36) 
ri2 = ahiXi + Ph2X2 + ni2, (5.37) 
'/"21 = - V E s d ^ A + ^21, . (5.38) 
'厂22 二 一cJii：^ + (5h2x\ + 7122 (5.39) 
and the cooperative maximum-likelihood (CML) detection is as follows 
argmin ||r - Px||2 (5.40) 
where 
/ ^ i / 2 0 
八 otgi 092 
P = . (5.41) 
0 - y / E j ^ g * . 
Pgi - 颂 
This time, all the signals sent either from the source or from the relay or both 
can be taken into account for demodulation at the destination. In order words, we 
make use of all available information. And, the performance of C M L detection is 
expected to be better than that of M L detection due to the diversity gain if not all 
the channels are fully correlated. For the sake of simplicity, we ignore the power 
gains and consider the following code matrix 
0 x-i 0 0 
Xi X'2 0 0 
c = (5.42) 
0 0 0 - X 
0 0 X* 
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in 
Til 0 工1 0 0 hi n i l 
ri2 xi X2 0 0 /?,2 ni2 
= + (5.43) 
厂 2 1 0 0 0 -X2 hi 1121 
7'22 0 0 -X2 h2 ri22 
If all channels are independent, the above code matrix C can achieve third order 
diversity as its rank equals three. In order to maximize the diversity benefit or in 
other words, to obtain the quasi-independent channels, we separate the transmission 
stream into two parts. Assume that the frame size ( M ) is 5. The situation is 
depicted in Fig. 5.2. At the receiver, the signals are recornbined before entering the 
C M L detector. 
5.4.3 Alamouti's Receiver ( A R ) 
This detection scheme used to combine and decode the symbols is shown below: 
= sigri(glri + 奶 r^) (5.44) 
全2 = sign[说T-i - gi'r^) (5.45) 
As it simply does nothing with the received signals, say, to suppress the noise, it is 
expected to be the worst reception scheme. 
5.4.4 Zero-forcing Linear Detection (ZF) 
The aim of this detection is to force the crosstalk to zero: 
y = Cr (5.46) 
A linear operation C tries to make a decision on Xi based on y“ for i = 1，2. That 
A 八 1 
means, C H is a nonnegative diagonal matrix or C = A H — i for some nonnegative 
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diagonal matrix A . To keep the noise variance the same, it is easy to show that 
a 2 则 鄉 倾 — 顿 
where 
〜 = 卜 + 附 _ 1 (5.4S) 
0 V ^ w + M ^ 
and 
A 二 仍沉+矿仍远丨M. (5.49) 
Hence, it is easily verified that A R ~ ^ A has ones on the diagonal so that the noise 
variance does not change. Substituting (5.47) and (5.4) into (5.46) gives 
y = A x + n (5.50) 
where n = A H ~ ^ w , HI arid n2 are zero-mean complex Gaussian with variance 
NQ/2 per dimension. The suboptimal decision on XI regarding to XI is obtained by 
quantizing yi only, for i = 1,2. 
5.4.5 Decision-feedback Detection (DF) 
From (5.32), there is only one symbol xi contributing to the first received signal Zi 
in (5.35). By quantizing zi, we can obtain a suboptimal decision x'l. W e assume 
this detection is correct and then subtract it off in Z2. Then, we can quantize the 
resulting difference, denoted by D , to obtain X2, where 
D = Z2- , = (5.51 
In other words, the decoded symbols are 
xi = sign (21) (5.52) 
X2 = sign {D) (5.53) 
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For ideal but unrealistic cases, we simply substitute hi,h2, hi and h) into 仍，仍,gi 
and g2 respectively. If we have the exact knowledge of channel state iiiforiiiatiori, 
then we can derive the closed-form B E R expressions for the ZF and D F receivers. 
5.5 BER Analysis for Time-varying Channels 
Assuming that the receiver can obtain the perfect knowledge of channel state in-
formation, consider the B E R expressions for the time-varying channels. First, we 
derive the B E R expressions for the quasi-static channels (p = 1). Second, we derive 
B E R expressions for the uricorrelated channels {p = 0). Lastly, we consider the 
general channel with arbitrary p. Notice that for M L , C M L and A R detections, it 
is not obvious to obtain the exact closed-form B E R expressions. In this section, we 
mainly consider the B E R performances of the other two detectors, ZF detector and 
D F detector. 
5.5.1 Quasi-Static Channels {p = 1) 
If p = 1, ill fact, all the aforementioned detectors, except C M L , have the same 
performance even though the underlying operations are different among them. In 
essence, if the channel is quasi-static, hi = hi, for i = 1,2. Considering M L , (5.31) 
becomes 
(5.54) 
where I2 is a 2x2 identity matrix, arid (5.35) becomes 
Z = +作 2 | 2 x + n. (5.55) 
Considering DF, as the second term in (5.51) vanishes, the received signals of D F 
becomes (5.55). For ZF, (5.49) becomes 
A = I2 (5.56) 
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and (5.50) reduces to (5.55). The case of A R is of the same story. Thus, all of these 
4 detectors have the same performance, i.e. Bit-error-rate (BER). The closed-form 
B E R expressions are obtained in [4] and given in chapter 4. C M L detection is 
expected to have an advantage because of the power gain. 
5.5.2 ZF: Uncorrelated Channel {p = 0) 
Consider the ZF linear detector. Due to the symmetry of the channel, we focus on 
the symbol Xi only. From (5.50), we have -
『 （ 丨 • “ 叫 … 1 (,57) 
and its unconditional B E R is Q ( v ^ ) , where 
丨 。 j (5.58) 
Let 
AH] • , 、 
= , = , (5.59) 
V2 = 卵2 ——’ and (5.60) 
y = vlui + v\u2 (5.61) 
where u = [ui = [c^ hi ph^]^. In fact, we can interpret V as a projection of v*u 
of u ill tlie direction of the independent unit vector v = [i^i 1)2]^. If ESR/NQ》1 arid 
an appropriate power control is employed, i.e. a = we consider both iioii-fading 
arid fading R — D links. 
ZF: Non-fading R D link 
li R D link is static (i.e. Hrd = 1), u is then symmetric. Since u and v are 
independent, Y is also independent of v. By choosing v 二 [1 0]了，then a = ？|知p， 
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where 7 = A^/NO. Thus, by using the method in [5], the B E R is well-known and 
given as 
尸⑷ = K l - V ^ ) (5.62) 
ZF: Rayleigh fading R — D link 
li R D link is subject to Rayleigh fading, u is no longer symmetric. Then, the 
exact B E R can be found by computing 
P{e) = I Q{V^)U{p)dp (5.63) 
where p = {hiJii, ^2)- ^Unfortunately, (5.63) does not give an explicit closed-
form expression. Instead, we obtain an approximation by assuming that u is sym-
metric. Then, under high SNR, the unconditional B E R expression is given as 
P(e\\hi,.D\) ^  { ^ R D I ' ) ' ' (5.64) 
yielding 
(5.65) 
5.5.3 ZF: General Channel 
For an aribitary p G [0,1], let and (2 be independent random variables arid their 
distributions are identically distributed as hi and h) respectively. In other words, 
hi = phi + x / T V Ci, (5.66) 
~h2 = ph2 + \ A - G . (5.67) 
Using the similar method in [29] and employing an appropriate power control, we 
obtain the B E R expressions for both static and fading R — D links. 
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ZF: Non-fading R D link 
If hftD = 1, then (See Appendix D) 
ZF: Rayleigh fading R — D link 
Under high S N R assumption, we obtain the following approximation of its B E R 
expression: 
P(e) ^ {/ (—4f )-i + (1 - (-47)-^) T{z). (5.69) 
5.5.4 D F : General Channel 
For the D F detector, we can approximate its B E R by assuming that the decision 
on xi is correct. W e consider the error probability of the first symbol Xi. As the 
received signal is exactly the same as that of the ZF detector, its Pi{e) is given by 
(5.68) or (5.69). For the second symbol 2:2, under the above assumption that the 
decoded xi is correct so that the contribution due to xi can be subtracted off in 
(5.51), quantizing D or Z2 will give the decoded £.2, where 
D = y^ a2|、|2 + /32|/i2|2 X2 + W2 (5.70) 
arid 尸2(6) is given by (3.32) or (3.35). Thus, for an equiprobable symbol transmis-
sion and a = we can now approximate the B E R performance by the following 
expressions: 
DF: Non-Fading R^ D link 
作)a 刊 - ^ v r ^ j + (1 - V i ^ j (5.71) 
DF: Rayleigh fading R — D link 
作 ) “ ( H ^ (-4乃-1 + ^ ( -句 - 1 ) n z ) (5.72) 
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5.6 Numerical Results 
In this section, we mainly focus on the numerical results with fading R — D link 
only.' W e start considering and discussing the performance of different receivers 
over time-varying channels with P S A M . First, we choose the frame size M = 7 
and the number of interpolation coefficients L = 5. For C M L detection, we sepa-
rate transmitted signals into two parts so as to increase the independency of the 
channels while for the other schemes, the transmitted signals are closely packed as 
sparse packing does not improve the B E R performance. For ESR/NQ = 30dB and 
the balanced links, i.e. ESD = ERD, unlike the results obtained in [29], in our sim-
ulations, most detectors attain nearly the same performance in terms of BER. The 
simulation results for different settings are plotted. For fpT = 0.03 or p = 0.99, 
the performance is shown in Fig. 5.3. W e observe that mainly ascribed to diversity 
gain, C M L detection defeats the others by about 4dB. On the other hand, the per-
fonriances of the other reception methods do not differ from each other. Fig. 5.4 
shows that for fpT = 0.05 ov p = 0.9755, again, ZF, A R , D F and M L detections 
have the similar performance but they perform worse than before. C M L detection 
still outperforms the others by about 4dB as its diversity gain can compensate the 
effect of channel estimation error to a certain extent. With practical consideration 
in time-varying channels, by employing P S A M , most detectors have the similar 
performances, which contradicts to the results obtained in [29] by assuming perfect 
channel state information available at the receiver. 
For p = 0.95 [foT = 0.0716) arid p = 0.9037 (foT 二 0.1), their performances 
become more worse due to the accumulated errors in channel estimation over fast 
time-varying channels, which are plotted in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6. In these cases, the 
C M L detector is the best one among all, which prevails over the others by about 
5dB. As regards the case for p = 0.9037, we can see an immediate error floor, though 
C M L detection has a diversity benefit. Let consider the case of M = 5 and L = 5. 
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Data Rate (i?.) Doppler Value (foT) Correlation Value (p) 
38.4k 0.00625 0.99961 
64k 0.00375 0.99986 
128k 0.001875 0.99997 
Table 5.1: The table showing the data rates with the corresponding Doppler values and correlation 
values at fc = 2.4G Hz and v — 30m/s. 
For p = 0.9755, the performance is similar to that of M = 5 and L = 5, which is 
shown in Fig. 5.7. But for p = 0.9037，unlike the case of M = 5 and L = 5, all de-
tectors achieve relatively better performances that are shown in Fig. 5.8. The main 
reason is that the frame size is smaller and hence the ratio of pilot symbol to data 
symbol is higher. Thus, the channel estimation is relatively better. And, Fig. 5.9 
shows the performance for p = 0.85 [foT = 0.1257). The C M L detector performs 
the best but the immediate error is observed at around 10_i. In fact, under such 
a time-varying ambience, it cannot maintain reliable communications. In theory, 
yet, if we have better channel estimates, different detectors can be distinguished. 
Nevertheless, it is hard to obtain good estimates in a fast time-varying environment. 
For example, when M = 5 and L = 5, at the level of ESD/^O = 16dB, the mean 
square error (MSE) for p = 0.99 is about 0.007 while that for p = 0.85 is about 
0.13, and the ratio of the square root of their M S E is about 4-fold, thereby causing 
a great impact on B E R . 
Discussion 
In our daily life, most applications operate over slow time-varying conditions. For 
example, for some 3G applications, their data rates (R) are, say 38.4k, 64k, and 
128k in bits per second and they usually operate at 2.4G Hz. If the vehicle speed 
is 30 rri/s, then the corresponding Doppler values (fn'^) and correlation values (p) 
are listed in Table 5.1. From the table, there are two implications. One is that most 
current applications are not vulnerable to time-varying channels. Second, from our 
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Data Rate (R) Doppler Value (foT) Correlation Value (p) 
200k 0.1 0.9037 
400k 0.05 0.9755 
IM 0.02 0.9961 
Table 5.2: The table showing the data rates with the corresponding Doppler values and correlation 
values at fc = 30G Hz and v = 200m/s. 
previous results, with P S A M , using any of the above receivers is feasible as they 
have similar performances. But for our future applications, some of them may suf-
fer from time-varying channels. In Table 5.2, we consider some settings of future 
applications: The vehicle Speed is 200 rri/s and the carrier frequency is 30G Hz. 
W e see that for these applications, the time-varying channels may cause a great 
impact on the performance. In such a fast time-varying environment, exploiting 
C M L detection will help maintain reliable communications to a certain extent. 
Next, we compare the B E R performance of different reception schemes by assuni-
iiig that perfect knowledge of channel state information is available at the receiver. 
For M L , C M L and A R detections, we rely on computer simulations while we plot 
the analytical expressions for ZF and D F detectors. As the derivation of B E R ex-
pression of D F is based on the assumption that the symbol Xi is correctly decoded, 
we first compare the B E R of its analytical results with its simulation results for 
p = 0.5, 0.9755. In Fig. 5.10, obviously, the B E R expressions (5.71) and (5.72), 
for static and fading R — D links respectively, provide tight bounds to the simu-
latiori results. Then, we are going to compare these five reception schemes. With 
perfect channel knowledge, different receivers behave differently. For p = 0.9755 in 
Fig. 5.11, C M L detection prevails over the others by at least 5dB due to the third 
order diversity. M L lags behind. D F and ZF have similar performances but the 
former one performs better by about IdB. The worst one is A R , which is the most 
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vulnerable. The same trend is observed in Fig. 5.12 for p = 0.5. The performances 
of C M L and M L detections are more or less the same as that are shown in Fig. 
5.11 but the other detections suffer a lot from the fast time-varying eriviroriinerit. 
In general, the influence of time-varying channels induces the error floor. 
Last, we make a comparison of the performances for channel estimation by P S A M 
and that for perfect channel estimation. For p = 0.9755, the B E R performances 
of two groups of curves are plotted in Fig. 5.13. As seen, there -is a noticeable 
gap between these two sets of curves. Only the performance of the C M L detector 
with P S A M is comparable to that of the ZF arid D F detectors with perfect CSI. 
This reveals the actual arid practical performances of different receivers exposed to 
time-varying channels with respect to the ideal scenario. 
5.7 Summary 
In this chapter, we have employed a realistic approach to estimate the time-varying 
channel coefficients by P S A M . With these estimates, we can then assess the B E R of 
different reception methods (ML. C M L , A R , ZF arid DF) by simulations. Our re-
sults have shown that all detection methods, except C M L detection, achieve nearly 
the same B E R performance over time-varying channels. In many cases, C M L de-
tection performs the best by about 5dB due to the diversity gain. However, their 
B E R performances degrade when the channels vary very fast. Besides, under the 
ideal situations that perfect channel state informatiori is available at the receiver, 
we have derived closed-form expressions of ZF arid D F detections and discuss the 
discrepancies in terms of B E R among all receivers. Our results have shown that in 
general, C M L detection is the best reception scheme among all due to third order 
diversity, with the help of separated signal transmissions. The first runner-up is 
M L . D F comes next arid it is slightly better than ZF. And the worst one is A R . 
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And, the influence of time-varying channels results in the error flooring effect. In 
accordance with our numerical results, we can conclude that if we cannot have good 
channel estimates, with P S A M , we cannot get any benefit by using M L or a diver-
sity gain by using C M L that can obtain better performance yet, at the expense of 
the reception complexity. 
• End of chapter. 
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Figure 5.1: Fading interpolation in PSAM. 
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Figure 5.2: A diagram showing how to transmit the signals so as to decrease the dependency of 
the channels. 
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BER Vs SNRgp with PSAM over time-varying channels for SNRgj^=30dB 
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Figure 5.3: BER of different detectors with PSAM for fading R 一 D link over time-varying 
channels with p = 0.99 when ESR/NQ - 30dB, M = 7 and L = 5. 
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BER Vs SNRgp with PSAM over time-varying channels for SNRgpj=30dB 
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Figure 5.4: BER of different detectors with PSAM for fading R. — D link over time-varying 
channels with p = 0.9755 when ESR/NQ = 30dB，M = 7 and L = 5. 
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BER Vs SNRgQ with PSAM over time-varying channels for SNRgp^=30clB 
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Figure 5.5: BER of different detectors with PSAM for fading R D link over time-varying 
channels with p = 0.95 when ESR/NQ = 30dB, M = 7 and L = 5. 
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BER Vs SNRgp with PSAM overtime-varying channels for SNRgj,=30clB 
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Figure 5.6: BER of different detectors with PSAM for fading R 一 D link over time-varying 
channels with p = 0.9037 when ESR/NQ = 30dB, M = 7 and L = 5. 
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BER Vs SNRgjj with PSAM over time-varying channels for SNRgf^=30dB 
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Figure 5.7: BER of different detectors with PSAM for fading R —Y D link over time-varying 
channels with p = 0.9755 when ESR/NQ = 30dB, M = 5 and L = 5. 
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BER Vs SNRgp with PSAM over time-varying channels for SNRsr=30c1B 
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Figure 5.8: BER of different detectors with PSAM for fading R ^ D link over time-varying 
channels with p = 0.9037 when ESR/NQ = 30dB, M = 5 and L = 5. 
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BER Vs SNRgjj With PSAM over time-varying channels for SNR5f^=30dB 
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Figure 5.9: BER of different detectors with PSAM for fading R 一 D link over time-varying 
channels with p = 0.85 when ESR/NQ = 30dB, M = 5 and L = 5. 
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c BER Vs SNRgp for p = 0,5, 0.9755 
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of simulation results and our analytical results for DF. Upper curves: 
p = 0.5; Lower curves: p = 0.9755. 
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BER Vs SNRgQ over time-varying channels for SNR识=30dB 
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Figure 5.11: BER of different detectors with perfect channel state infoririatioii for fading R 一 D 
link over time-varying channels with p = 0.9755 when ESR/NQ = 30dB. 
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BER V s S N R g p over time-varying channels for SNRsf^=30clB 
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Figure 5.12: B E R of different detectors w i t h perfect channe l s tate i n f o rma t i on for fad ing R D 
l ink over t ime-varying channels w i t h p = 0.5 when ESR/NQ = 30(iB. 
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BER Vs SNRgD over time-varying channels for SNRg^=30dB 
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of the BER performances of different reception schemes with PSAM and 
that with perfect channel state information for fading R 一 D link over time-varying channels 
with p = 0.9755 when ESR/NQ = 30dB. Dotted curves: PSAM; Solid curves: Perfect Channel 
State Information. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusion and Future Work 
6.1 Conclusion 
To sum up, in this thesis, we have studied a number of issues of the distributed 
space-time block coding in user cooperative corrimunicatioris. Undeniably, the topic 
of user cooperative communications in wireless systems is emerging. In chapter 3, 
through closely investigating the 3-riode system model, we have analyzed its perfor-
mance in terms of the bit-error-rate (BER) by deriving closed-form expressions for 
a distributed space-time block coded system under perfect channel estimation and 
time-invariant channels. With the distributed Alarnouti's space-time block code 
and appropriate power control, we have shown that the maximum diversity order 
is obtained. Besides, we have discussed the appearance of the error floor arid how 
to avoid this, thereby allowing reliable communications in cooperative networks. 
Next, in chapter 4, we have considered the facet of imperfect channel estimation. 
Our results have indicated that the effect of imperfect channel estimation manifests 
itself as an error floor. With suitable power control, our analytical B E R results 
perfectly match with simulation results. W e have found that, for ESD = ERD, the 
lowest error floor and the optimal performance for imperfect channel estimation can 
74 
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be achieved. Under acceptable power imbalance, our analytical expressions provide 
tight bounds to simulation results. 
Ill addition, in chapter 5, we have further studied the performance over time-
varying channels. W e have analyzed the performances with different reception 
schemes, namely maximum likelihood in [29] and cooperative maximum likelihood, 
Alamouti's receiver, zero-forcing and decision-feedback. First, we have exploited 
P S A M to estimate the time-varying channel coefficients for assessing the B E R by 
simulations. With P S A M , all receivers, except C M L receiver, achieve similar perfor-
riiarice over time-varying channels. Withe the help of separated signal transmission, 
ascribed to the diversity gain, cooperative maximum likelihood detection perforins 
the best and prevails over the others by about 5dB. Second, assuming that the exact 
channel coefficients are available at the receiver, we have derived closed-form expres-
sions of reception methods of zero-forcing and decision-feedback. Our results have 
shown that the cooperative maximum likelihood detection and maximum likelihood 
detection in [29] outperform the others, followed by decision-feedback receiver and 
zero-forcing receiver. The worst one is Alamouti's receiver. In particular, coopera-
tive maximum likelihood detection is the best because of the third order diversity. 
On the whole, the effect of time-varying channels induces an error floor. 
In short, user cooperative communications are attractive and to be successfully 
used in wireless networks, e.g. ad hoc networks. In such an ambience that does 
not have a fixed network topology arid infrastructure, distributed space-time block 
coding based cooperation indeed helps reduce the probability of error, thereby guar-
anteeing reliable communication channels and robustness to channel variations. 
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6.2 Future Work 
There are loads of work we can proceed in this area. Chief among them is the 
design and analysis of generalized cooperative networks. In this topic, there are 
some aspects we can further study, including design of code matrix and adaptive 
protocols. 
6.2.1 Design of C o d e Matrix 
In multi-source cooperation, the design of code matrix is crucial in order to minimize 
the error probability. For example, by assuming the simultaneous transmission is 
not allowed, if the number of sources is four, and the desired order of diversity is 
three and the desired data rate is 0.5 symbol per time, the following code matrix 
can fulfill the requirement: 
0 0 0 
0 0；2 0 0 • 
0 0 2；3 0 
0 0 0 X4 
, (6.1) 
X2 0 X 3 0 0 0 
0 2；3©24 0 0 
0 0 工 4 © 工.1 0 
0 0 0 X ' 1 0X2 
where 0 is an exclusive O R operation. 
Another proposal is to make use of Reed-Solomon (RS) codes [19j. This co-
operation consists of two phases. In the first phase, each node transmits its own 
information or symbol to the destination. Meanwhile, each node decodes these 
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traiisiiiissions and applied a RS encoder to the decoded data. In the second phase, 
each node transmits its RS code to the destination. This scheme can be shown to 
achieve D^^ order diversity (0 < D < N) with a code rate up to l-(D- l)/N [24], 
where N is the number of nodes in the network. The key advantage of this coop-
eration mechanism is that the degree of diversity and the rate can be adjusted in 
accordance with the use of RS codes. Nonetheless, transmission with full diversity 
and full rate is not possible. In order to achieve maximum diversity order with full 
rate, rotation of signal constellations may help [25], for instance, for four transmit 
antennas, the quasi-orthogonal space-time block codes with full diversity is given 
by 
•• 「 • 
XI X2 X'3 X4 
—Xo 00-I —Xa X'3 
C = ， (6.2) 
X3 X4 Xi X'l 
X'2 tX'^  X'2 X' 2 
where XI,X2 G A and X3,X4 G E^^A for some signal constellation A, and the rota-
tion angle 0 is determined by the signal constellation A. With appropriate rotation 
angle, for example 0 = 7r/4 for Q A M , the code matrix C is a full rank matrix, 
irieaning that rriaxirrmrn diversity can be achieved with full rate. Thus far, how we 
can design an optimal transmission scheme remains an open problem. 
6.2.2 Adaptive Protocols 
Some research studies have shown that the position of relay is an important factor 
20, 21]. In a simple signal forwarding scheme, to achieve the optimal perforniance, 
the relay should be located just in the middle between the source and the destina-
tion [21]. For some Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA) 
schemes, the relay or cooperating terminal should be placed as close as possible 
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to the source [20]. Yet, it is still passive with respect to the position of relay(s). 
The idea of adaptive protocols is that no matter how the relays are placed, we still 
achieve the optimal performance by adopting adaptive cooperative protocols, which 
are not yet to be found. 
The foregoing topics are not only fascinating and challenging, but also useful 
arid practical. W e hope that these conceptual ideas will be implemented in practice 
and contribute to our community. -
• End of chapter. 
Appendix A 
Derivation of (3.23) 
From (3.20), 
L 
D = J2 + ^inr + CX,Y： + C'X^Yk) (A.l) 
fc=i 
consists of complex-valued Gaussian random variable [17]. A, B and C are con-
stants; Xk and Yk are a pair of correlated complex-Gaussian random variables and 
the L pairs of Xk, Yk are mutually statistically independent. The probability of 
error is the probability that D < 0, which can be evaluated by the characteristic 
function, denoted by 如(JD) of the general quadratic form. The probability that 
D < 0, denoted by P{e) is 
P(e) = P(D <0)=「p{D)dD (A.2) 
J —oo 
where p(D), the probability density function of D, is related to iI^ DU'^ ') by the 
Fourier Transform, i.e., 
p{D) = Mj'…e-肿 d'u. (A.3) 
Hence, • 
P(e) = f dD^ f (A.4) 
J-oo 27r 
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Let interchange the order of integration and integrate with respect to D first. The 
expression becomes 
m = 「 作 媽 ( A . 5 ) 
where a small positive number e has been inserted in order to move the path of 
integration away from zero. Since D is the sum of statistically independent random 
variables, the characteristic function of D factors into a product of L characteristic 
functions, with each function corresponding to the individual random variables dk 
shown in (3.21) and its characteristic function is 
灿"、~{V + 雇）…- m。 e x p [ … + J,叫、(” — J (A.6) 
where 
= + 4 —I 二 — 刷 — • (A.7) 
= f h 4 a w W - | 〜 l j 2 綱 2 — 刷 + ‘叫(A.8) 
爪 = + BfJ^y 咖 + C ‘ + CVx.y. 
…歸k —l/i孙J2)(|q2 — 、 • ^ 
= ( n - n ) ] (A.IO) 
and as Xk = Yk = 0, 
Ai/c - 0 (A.ll) 
A2/C = 0. (A.12) 
Thus, 
诊 ) 、 二 ； ： — 州 2 1 ) ( A ; 
崎 。 ) = ( ； . (A.14) 
{V-\-JVI2) ( V - JV22) 
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Due to the independence of the random variables (4, the characteristic function of 
D is 
ipoU'^) 二 々 chWi^chU”、 (A.15) 
= 巧r吻 ^12^22 . . 16� 
+ Ml) (” - j”21) {v + jvn) - jy22) ‘ 
and the error probability, given \hfiD\, 
. (A.17) 
_ VnV2iyi2V22�作 dv  
27rj Joo-je + jyn){v — JV2L){v + JVL2)(v — jV22) • • 
By using contour integration, we have 
f ,⑷心=广，_： djv  
Jc : : J-R+je ”(” + jyu)(v — jV2i){v + jVi2){v — J.”22) 
r (h  
A + jvn){z - jV2i)(z + jvi2){z — JV22) 
=2TTj ^  { Residues of f{z) inside the closed contour } . (A.19) 
As Vii,Vi2,V2i and V22 are positive, f{z) has simple poles only at jv2i and jv22 
inside C. 
Consider 
Res z=jv2i f 
=lim {z - jv2i) - 7 — — ^ ： ^ ： ^ ： -
L Z{Z + JVu)(z - JV2l){z + JVu)(z - JV22) 
1 
U21 …21 + ^^ 11)(”21 + '"12)…21 — ” 22) (A.20) 
and 
z=jv22 f i^) 
「 1 -
= l i m (z — j”22)—; — — 
仍2 L z(z + JVn)(z — JV2L)(z + JVI2)(z — JV22) 
1 
— ， (A 21) 
”22 ('"22 + — ”21)('…2 + ， 
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now, on J, z = Re^^, the second term in (A.19) will vanish when R tends to infinity. 
As in our case, Ti = ^^l^kYk). A = B = 0 and C ^ C* = 1/2. Thus, 
(A.17) becomes 
P { e ) = — 广 巧 吻 / ⑷ + (A.22) 
By substitution, (3.23) is obtained: 
p ⑷ 二 -ynyi2V22 + -ynyi2V2i  




vu = + — 7 ^ — (A.24) 
\ 4 \\+ESR/NQ+ERD/NO ) 
4 1 2 
Vl2 = -779 + — 7 X + (A.25) 
\ N � E站E叩 A ^12 No � ) 
\ 4 [ l + E s M + E^n/No J 丨"""I 
. (A.26) 
]j 4 [I + Esr/NO+E^O/NO ) 
~ 4 1 2 
V22 = + ^ — ^ + — . (A.27) 
\ A^ O 1 f (EsR + mEsD \ Nn V ) 
\ 4 \\ + EsrINQ + EHDIN^ 
• End of chapter. 
Appendix B 
Derivation of (3.30) and (3.32) 
The received signals are given by (3.5) and (3.6). The decision statistics are con-
structed as 
Xi = ahlri + iShi'rl 
= + A + 你 ( B . l ) 
£2 — Ph^Ti — ahi'r2 
=(a2|"i|2 + /32|"2|2) A 一 + 你 ; , ( B . 2 ) 
Here, hi and h。are complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit 
variance, i.e. hi = for i = 1,2，where is Rayleigh distributed and Oi 
is Liniforiii distributed. Due to the symmetry of the problem, we only focus 011 Xi 
afterwards. Normalizing we define 
. _ Xi _ ahlrii + iSh^nl 
= + = + + (B.3) 
Now, we introduce the error term 
《 = f i — 2；! (B.4) 
— W i l ~ I P\h2\ ~ _ 
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where we define 
rh = e'^ '^rii = FHR + j^i/, (B.6) 
n~2 = e � 2 =仇 2R + jn2/, (B.7) 
where hiR and hu are zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables with variance 
Nq , i.e. hiR, flu 〜N (0, Nq), for i = 1,2. Conditioned on and |,i2|’《=0? +jC/ 
is complex Gaussian, i.e. 
仏。〜 K 。 、 , / 。 讚 ) . • (B-8) 
Joint pdf of “ and is given as 
• / \ 
/(O?力IN’IM) = + (B.9) 
Performing expectations with respect to \hi\ which follows a Rayleigh distribution, 
= for'. = 1,2, (B.IO) 
K 2 < 
where E [\hi\'^] = 2cr^ ., we obtain ‘ 
他 力 ) = 1 + <M?)>2 +仍⑦ + + + (B.ll) 
Here, WI = 1 IFI法,(PI = EI/2AL and E! = E) = with their averages 
E； == Ei. (2(TIJ. Define d to be the half of the separation between the constellation 
points x'l and X2 of B P S K modulation. B E R is obtained by performing the two-
dinierisiorial integration 
poo 「 fOO -
Pie) = / / d U (B.12) 
which yields (3.30) for 71 * 72 and (3.32) for 71 = 72 = 7. 
• End of chapter. 
Appendix C 
Derivation of (4.9) and (4.13) 
Starting from (4.5), due to symmetry, we focus merely on Xi and we can write fi 
as 
xi = (ap\hi\^ + xi + (ahldi + (fhid:�Xi 
+ [j5h\d2 — oJi2dl) X2 + hiTLi + h2nl + ph\h2{(5 - a)x2. (C.l) 
For B P S K modulation, B E R is given as • 
F(e|;ri, l^l) = P(x, = l)P{e\x, = 1’ |/“|’ |/；21) 
+ P(x, = -l)Pie\x, = -l,\h,l\h2\). (C.2) 
Assuming ESR/NQ》1，and noting j3/A = y/N, by ignoring the last term, we have 
P(e||;.|, I M ) = Q f f . ^ 司 ( C . 3 ) 
\ / 
which can be approximated as 
作 II “ I 站 - Q ( y ( i + : g g + � i i 2 + N 2 ) ). • (C.4) 
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Denote, 
— 1 P f J 2 (C5) 
( C . 5 ) 
0 =。 ^ ff' ,\h2\' (C.6) 
(1 + njaVj + al 
where Si and 62 are independent and exponentially distributed, i.e. feii^i)= 
11 Si exp (-Si/ei). As hi = hi~\~ Zi, then a? = cr^ . + a^^. For non-fading R 一 D link, 
liRD = 1 we have, 
_ 1 2/3^  • r . 
_ 2/32 • r 
= + + " (C.8) 
where v = al/al and F = crfjcrl- Therefore, the B E R expression is given by 
POO roo 
m = / Pie\\h,l\h2\)Us,)Ue2)de,de2 
Jo Jo 
POO roo 
- / / (C.9) 
Jo Jq 
Introducing the "alternative" definition for Q(.) function [5], ‘ 
n ⑷ 1 广 ^ ^ 
- / (C.IO) 
_ TT JQ 
二 i 广 2 ( Sin'9 \ / sin'0 \ 册 
~ 7T Jo Vsin^ ^  + £1/2/ Vsin^ ^  + "^2/2； • 
For ESR/NO > ERD/NQ, we have the tight approxiniation 
1 ( siri^  Q \ 2 
P{e) « - / • : \ ] de (C.12) 
which gives us the closed-form expression given by (4.9) following [7'. 
For Esd = Erd, then a = (5 — lj, 
P{e\\fhl \h2\) 二 Q ( ^ 2 。 / ^ • ^ 对 + (C.13) 
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and £ = £i = 82, where 
. ,广 r +1 + // 
Now, the B E R expression is found as 
P(e) = - / : . de (C.15) 
”TT Jo \sm^6 + s/2j � 
which yields (4.13) following again [7 . 
• E n d of chapter. 
Appendix D 
Derivation of (5.68) 
For general channel of ZF.detector, the B E R expression is in the form of 
where 
_ _ _ _ _ (D.l) 
where E 二 + Let TI + JT] be the fraction of the second term, for 
a = it becomes, . 
a = + + — . (ti + jh) (D.2) 
where ti + jt2 represents a complex gaussiari distribution and ti and t) are inde-
pendent real zero-mean gaussian random variables. Then, a can be expressed in 
the following equation: 
a = (D.3) 
where 
= (D.4) 
= - t2 (D.5) 
C = + (D.6) 
， = 瓦 (D.7) 
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and x^(^) denotes a Chi-square distribution with v degree(s) of freedom. Given C, 
the distribution of a is a non-central Chi-square with 2 degrees of freedom and its 
probability density function is 
e x p ( - ^ ) ( 2ja \ 
丨…二 Jo (D.8) 
where = E[Xif + 丑[X2P and JQ is a zeroth-order Bessel function of the first 
kind. The distribution of C is Rayleigh with 4 degrees of freedom: 
P c W ^ ^ e x p • (D.9) 
p V V f h ) 
So, 
POO 
Pa{a) = / Pa\c(a\i<i)Pc(i^)di<i (D.io) 
Jo 
— 2 / g \ 
= p4(li2”3 exp l^-(li2)，J. 
/‘dexp(- 2、-M) d^. (D.ll) 
Consider 
r � ( - • (D.12) 
= " 4 ( 1 — f f f ⑵ . . 7 M ； (D.I3) 
2r(i) V (i — p2)7 乂 
as r(x- + 1) = xr(x), r(2) = r(l). And, 
/ n^a \ [ o'^a \ ( o^a \ 
V (l-p2)7 乂 V (1 — p 2 ) 7 乂 
Then, the distribution of a becomes 
(1 - p 2 )， + A ( d、 
Pa{a) = exp(-=). p.15 
T 7 
Hence, by computing 
厂00 
P(e) = / Q(v^)P“tt)ck, (D.16) 
JQ 
we can obtain (5.68) in exact closed-form. 
• E n d of chapter. 
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